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&I (a) Thespeed dist" is defined such thatge(dC= fe()dic, but the
"volume"containing molecules in speed range c- c+d) is dVc=4xCdC

(i.e., a thinspherical shell). Thus ge(d):fe(). 4x2dC

:jek -inexpl
Modal velocitygivenby maximum in get
:.=0 =x- xx =0

=(r=NT [4]

A
(b) (i)

↳He [2]

>

(ii) Flux =(*(enc, c, fekildadceda =Yum =Pek
Note: itispossible to evaluatethisusing =0.25 bar [5]
the integrals, with much more work

(iii) Let 4(C)de, be the fraction of He molecules with a velocityin range (. -> 2,+d,

From the form of fe thismust be of the form 4(C) =A exp(-c/2r)
Thus:

i=(-,4(a)de, JAce-alert dLi

8 4(a)de, J. A eczn dc

Now put x= I where :F:

i=
I =a +"F == 650 m/s (5)
BIo

NOTE:Itisalsopossibleto deduce therableatthebasis ane
butnotingthatonly I molecules more in the the a, dir.



(2) The fractionof molecules with 2.420 isgivenby: 1 - fexp(c(2mi) dc
/*exp(-c(2p7)d2

= 1 - erf(x)
where x =

=to
=0.6
-

58314+300/4

Thus fractionwith4,7670 =1 - erf(0.6) =0.396) [4]



Q2. (a) Volume of influence sweptoutby molecule over Xcontains, on average,
one other molecule.

↑

-ii)
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NOTE: Full credit

givenif Inot

&

X ↓ included

: ndixn n1 => x =vxaz
(i) u

=(x =ymc (depends on only) 2]
282yndi

(ii)d = me =288x297+300/

282TM 6.023x15
+252 x4 x 1.79x105

=>d =3.73110m []

(b)(i) ↓pspinisindistance
X

Incidentfluxof momentum on surface Ux=i(us + xdurl
Reflected flux of momentum =

0 (diffuse)
:Netflux of momatum =(us+xdurls) =to

=nau), =pxaoulp.
... us =x(due)i [6]



(ii) The axial force must be independentor radius (otherwise
there wouldbe not forces on a fluid elementbetweentwo

radii). Thus ve =const.

This is purely a dynamic relationand does notdepend on any
assumptionaboutcontinuum or non-continuum flow.

Thus cu = I => u(r) =alr +b
dr

BK'su(R) =alR +b =us =xduark:a (i)

u(zR) =al2R+6 = v-
<-suoN OUTER (2)

2-LINDER

:(2)-4): aluz =V-3a =a

=
Thus u() =

(ueyzx)(h(zz) +] [s]

(iii) the force F is proportionalto turna

.E =In*Oncotwimain
a

[3]

=> B =

mz



13 (a) Degeneracy gis the number of states havingthe same energy.

For gj73;M,na&hs must be different.
Lowist energy level is thus with quantum number 1,32
and has degeneracy.

Ex =haNaz +(1 +4+9)
=1.156x153. [4]

(6) M(z) =18x volume of sphere airy,anBecause each stateoccupiesunitvol.

=

(8 +47n3

pat-mc-Cutitaniaandsee
Average energy of molecules, 5

:3kT
=

=. M(5) =1 +14 x 3,300e -1.08 x18" STRESSF]

()g(c)de =

dNdz;z
=1mc => dx =mde

.:g(c) =medN =m( x4V ++ 2m +Eaere
=mc+

V
+m xmc =muz



-m2/2kT
(d) Nj

=3(c)d) 9jz
-3/k g(c)d)e
z z

:j(c) - LYtmnysh e-Likane

- (cz/zki)
3,() =

exe [6]



-

94(a)(i) 5 = - k.E,PienP;

=Buffmann's constance microstrates
Pi =probabilityof system beingin its inthe uncrestate. [z]

(ii) considetwo subsystems A & is

S'n =
- 1 294,24: Si = - k Ph4;

The combined prob that system Ais in statei because the states

and system B is in state is Pij =Pix Pj are independent

·- AB =59P;4j(hPi =24j) =54;54;(hPi +245)
= SP:(h4i + [Phn45) =4:h4i + [4;tnP; P

=5P =1

·: SAB =Sn +SB [5]

(iii) Toe wish to maximises' subjectto G =EPi- 1 =0

Method of Lagrange multipliers => GS. +x2.
.. - k(Pix +(Pi) +4x1 =0

- m4i
=

Epu--Pi
=

ont
sicele

For an isolated systemateg. the fundamental postulatestates
thatall microstatesare equally probable, and thisispreciselythe
conditionthatmaximises 3. In classical thermodynamics, the

entropyof an oated systemreaches a maximum atequalition. []



16) Need to calculateSE =EP- v

But Ei =[ElPi =1ZFieFilki
Now U =[EiD: =bEEieFilkT
: QU =<E:eFilaT

=> (au), = zzz
-Ein

.:F= =Ez(Qu) =RTSzu +C
=k2+2
RTCvM =kTvM

ESE-icut.
=> n =

Ejuzz
= 0.4 x 100 molecules [8]



Examiners’ Comment 

 

 

 

Q1.  Maxwellian velocity distribution, fluxes and averages. Part (a) on obtaining the 

equilibrium speed distribution and calculating the modal speed was done well. Most also 

sketched the speed distributions for argon and helium acceptably well. In calculating the 

momentum flux, no-one saw that this was easily related to pressure so candidates got bogged 

down in long integrals. There were nonetheless several near-perfect answers. 

Q2. Viscosity and non-continuum (slip) flow in an annular channel. Candidates knew how 

to relate mean-free path to other properties and estimate molecular diameter from the 

viscosity. The flux matching model was also handled well. However, very few correctly 

derived the shear stress distribution for the annular control volume (really 1B material) so did 

not obtain the right velocity distribution.  

Q3. Translational energy modes and the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. Most students 

efficiently calculated the density of translational energy states and correctly defined 

degeneracy. Many struggled to determine the energy distribution from the density of 

translational states and fewer were able to determine the molecular speed distribution. 

Several students saw the relationship between the density of states and distribution of speeds, 

thus providing efficient answers. 

Q4. Statistical analogue of entropy fluctuations. The identification of variables and proof of 

entropy’s extensive nature were readily completed by nearly all students who attempted it. 

Most students were able to show that entropy is a maximum via Lagrange multipliers or by 

setting the derivative to zero and identifying the point as a maximum. However, few students 

were able to calculate the RMS fluctuations or provide a viable path to the answer despite 

this being the approach explicitly shown in one of the lectures. Nonetheless, this was the 

most popular question with many doing well and several giving perfect answers. 
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